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BRIEF ARTICLE

Phonological Universals in Early Childhood: Evidence from Sonority Restrictions

Iris Berent, Katherine Harder, and Tracy Lennertz
Northeastern University

Across languages, onsets with large sonority distances are preferred to those with smaller distances (e.g., \( \text{cw} > \text{cd} > \text{lb} \); Greenberg 1978). Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 2004) attributes such facts to grammatical restrictions that are universally active in all grammars. To test this hypothesis, here we examine whether children extend putatively universal sonority restrictions to onsets unattested in their language. Participants (\( M = 4;03 \)) were presented with pairs of auditory words—either identical (e.g., \( \text{lbif}\rightarrow\text{lbif} \)) or epenthetically related (e.g., \( \text{lbif}\rightarrow\text{lebif} \))—and asked to judge their identity. Results showed that, like adults, children’s ability to detect epenthetic distortions was monotonically related to sonority distance (\( \text{cw} > \text{cd} > \text{lb} \)), and their performance was inexplicable by several statistical and phonetic factors. These findings suggest that sonority restrictions are active in early childhood, and their scope is broad.

A large body of research demonstrates the sensitivity of young children and adults to the sound-pattern of novel linguistic forms that they have never heard before. Infants as young as nine months of age, for instance, favor syllables like \( \text{blif} \) over \( \text{lbif} \) despite no experience with either (e.g., Friederici & Wessels 1993). But while the productivity of language is widely recognized, its source is contentious. Some authors attribute linguistic generalizations to domain-general mechanisms, including statistical learning, articulatory, and auditory preferences (e.g., Blevins 2004; Bybee & McClelland 2005; MacNeilage 2008). Others, however, assert that productivity might be constrained, in part, by grammatical principles that are potentially specific to language (e.g., Jakobson 1968; Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004; de Lacy 2006a). In this view, all phonological grammars include a universal set of grammatical well-formedness restrictions called markedness constraints. Markedness constraints, for example, disfavor syllables such as...
Because the variant *lbif* incurs a more severe violation of markedness constraints, grammars are less likely to admit this marked variant compared to its unmarked counterpart, *blif*. Consequently, marked structures are less likely to emerge in typology, they are disfavored as the output of active phonological alternations, and they are more difficult to master in language acquisition. And while marked syllables, such as *lbif*, are typically ones that are also harder to articulate and perceive on purely phonetic grounds, by hypothesis, grammatical markedness constraints are independently represented in the grammar, irreducible to their analog phonetic precursors (de Lacy 2006b). Moreover, markedness restrictions apply universally, irrespective of whether such sequences are present or absent in a learner’s linguistic experience.

The hypothesis of universal phonological constraints has been supported by a growing body of experimental findings demonstrating adult speakers are sensitive to putative universal restrictions that are unattested in their linguistic experience (e.g., Moreton 2002, 2008; Davidson 2006; Wilson 2006). Far less is known, however, about the developmental trajectory of grammatical markedness. Although universality is sometimes equated with innateness, these two questions are logically distinct: universal grammatical restrictions could be either present at birth, or emerge only later in life, shaped by a confluence of genetic factors and universally available phonetic cues that might trigger the representation of markedness restrictions in all grammars (e.g., Hayes & Steriade 2004). Moreover, once represented in the grammar, the effect of markedness constraints will depend on their ranking relative to faithfulness constraints—constraints that require grammatical outputs to be identical to the input. The English ban on syllables like *lbif*, for example, is due to the ranking of markedness constraints against *lbif* above relevant faithfulness restrictions, whereas its tolerance in Russian reflects the opposite ranking. Consequently, an input such as *lbif* will be faithfully represented by the Russian grammar, whereas in the English grammar, such outputs will typically emerge unfaithfully—they will be repaired as less-marked outputs, such as *lebif*, for example. Because such grammatical repair can selectively alter only one of the multiple representations available to the language learner (e.g., surface phonological form), leaving others (e.g., phonetic and auditory forms) intact (Berent et al. 2009), and because its application is probabilistic, grammatical repair does not fully obliterate the faithful representation of marked inputs even if markedness constraints are highly ranked in the initial state of all grammars (see Smolensky 1996; Jusczyk et al. 2002). Accordingly, given sufficient experience with such inputs, marked systems such as Russian will be eventually be learned, resulting in the demotion of markedness pressures relative to faithfulness constraints.

The critical role of experience in the ranking of markedness constraints, and possibly their phonetic triggering, raises the question of when in development does grammatical markedness manifest its effect. A handful of studies suggest that putatively universal markedness restrictions might be active in early development (e.g., Jusczyk et al. 2002; Bergelson & Idsardi 2009; studying 4.5- and 8-month-olds, respectively). Here, we further investigate their role in the grammar of 4-year-old children.

Our case study concerns the sonority restrictions on onset structure (e.g., *bl* in *block*). Across languages, syllables that begin with a consonant are preferred to those beginning with a vowel, and simple onsets (e.g., *ba*) are preferred to complex ones (e.g., *bla*; Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004). But within each onset type—simple or complex—certain onset consonants are systematically preferred to others. Simple onsets that begin with a stop are preferred to those beginning with a liquid (e.g., *ba>**la*; Clements 1990; Prince & Smolensky...
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1993/2004). Similarly, complex onsets comprised of stop-liquid combinations are preferred to those with liquid-stop sequences (e.g., \textit{bl} > \textit{lb}; Greenberg 1978).

Such preferences have been attributed to sonority—a scalar phonological property that correlates with the intensity of segments (e.g., Clements 1990; for phonetic analysis, see Parker 2008). Vowels are more sonorous than consonants, and among consonants, glides and liquids (e.g., \textit{y, w, l, r}) are more sonorous than nasals (e.g., \textit{n, m}), which, in turn, are more sonorous than obstruents (e.g., \textit{b, p, f}). Sonority distinctions indeed capture the cross-linguistic preference for syllables like \textit{blif} over \textit{lbif}; \textit{blif} manifests a large rise in sonority, whereas in \textit{lbif}, the onset falls in sonority. Similarly, simple obstruent onsets (e.g., \textit{ba}) manifest larger sonority rises compared to sonorant ones (e.g., \textit{la}). Put generally, there is a preference for syllables to abruptly rise in sonority from the onset to the nucleus—the larger the rise, the less marked the syllable (e.g., Clements 1990; Smolensky 2006). Accordingly, simple onsets consisting of obstruent-vowel combinations are preferred to those with more sonorous consonants—nasals and liquids. And within complex onsets, onsets with large sonority distances are generally preferred to those with smaller distances. In particular, the large rise in \textit{blif} is preferred to a smaller rise, in \textit{bnif}; \textit{bnif}, in turn, is preferred to the sonority plateau in \textit{bdif}, and least preferable are syllables that fall in sonority, such as \textit{lbif}.

Numerous studies are consistent with the possibility that early grammars encode sonority restrictions. Consider, for example, the pattern of onset simplification. It is well known that words including complex onsets (e.g., \textit{please}) are reduced into simple ones in a manner that maximizes sonority distance (as [piz], rather than [liz]; e.g., Pater 1997; Ohala 1999; Barlow 2003; Pater & Barlow 2003; Gnanadesikan 2004; Barlow 2005; Yavas et al. 2008). But whether these patterns are indeed due to universal sonority restrictions is difficult to ascertain. First, the choice of the surviving segment is affected by numerous factors unrelated to sonority, both grammatical (e.g., manner of articulation and its syllabic role as a head vs. adjunct; e.g., Barlow 2001; Goad & Rose 2004) and extra-grammatical factors (e.g., phonetic factors; Demuth & McCullough 2009), and frequency (Levelt et al. 1999), whose contribution varies across children and ages. Moreover, because such reductions concern onsets that are all attested in the child’s language, they do not allow one to determine whether the relevant knowledge (sonority-related or otherwise) concerns principles that are language particular or universal.

To test for the scope of sonority-universals in early grammars, one might examine whether they generalize to syllable structures that are unattested in the child’s language. Two pioneering studies have addressed this question, but their results are not entirely clear. An early study by Pertz & Bever (1975) examined the responses of adolescents and 9- to 11-year-old English-speaking children to novel words including unattested clusters. These stimuli were presented in both printed and aural forms, and participants were instructed to sound them out and then “choose, on a simplicity criterion (‘easier, more likely, or more usual’), which one of two words has the initial sound cluster used in more languages in the world” (153). Results showed that children were sensitive to two of the onset-contrasts examined in the study (i.e., \textit{mb} > \textit{mp}; and \textit{nd} > \textit{ng}). In another study, Ohala (1999) observed that the sonority of unattested clusters affected their reduction by younger children (mean age = 2;07; e.g., \textit{bwa} → \textit{ba}; rather than \textit{wa}).

Although these two studies suggest that children are sensitive to the structure of onsets that do not exist in their language, it is unclear whether this pattern is specifically related to sonority universals. In fact, the \textit{nd}-\textit{ng} distinction observed by Pertz & Bever (1975) cannot
possibly be related to sonority, as these onsets are matched for their sonority profile. Moreover, generalizations in both studies were limited in scope—Pertz & Bever’s participants failed to differentiate four of the six tested contrasts, and children in Ohala’s (1999) study extended sonority-related preferences only to clusters analogous to the ones attested in English. Finally, because these studies relied on articulatory tasks, one cannot rule out the possibility that performance was modulated by the articulatory demands of marked onsets, rather than their grammatical markedness per se.

In the present study, we address these concerns by gauging children’s sensitivity to a broad range of onset clusters using a purely perceptual task. Our work builds on past research, demonstrating that adults experience difficulties in the discrimination of marked CCVC monosyllables from their disyllabic CaCVC counterparts—the worse-formed the onset, the harder the discrimination (Berent et al. 2007; Berent et al. 2008). Specifically, discrimination was less accurate and slower given onsets of falling sonority (e.g., lbif-lebif) compared to sonority plateaus (e.g., bdif-bedif), which, in turn, were harder to distinguish from unattested sonority rises (e.g., bwif-bewif). The observation of these findings among speakers of various languages, including Korean, a language that arguably lacks onset clusters altogether, rules out the possibility that the difficulty with marked onsets is due to lexical analogies (Berent et al. 2008). The generality of these misperceptions with respect to stimulus modality—for both aural and printed materials (Berent et al. 2009; Berent & Lennertz 2010)—further demonstrates that misperceptions are not due to the inability to register the surface phonetic form of marked clusters. Together, these findings suggest that epenthetic distortions have an abstract grammatical source: because highly-marked onsets (e.g., lbif) severely violate grammatical constraints on sonority sequencing, such clusters are unlikely to be faithfully computed by the grammar. Accordingly, they are systematically repaired as better-formed disyllables by schwa-epenthesis (e.g., lbif→lebif)—a process that is widely active in loanword adaptation, for instance (e.g., Kenstowicz in press). Crucially, repairs are differentially affected by the sonority distance of onsets that are all unattested in participants’ language, an observation suggesting that adult grammars universally represent the entire bn>bd>lb hierarchy irrespective of linguistic experience. To the extent such constraints are active in early development, we expect children to exhibit similar distortions in the identification of ill-formed onsets.

Our experiment examined this possibility using an identity-judgment task. Participants watched two characters engage in an imitation game: one character uttered a CCVC monosyllable with an unattested onset, either a better-formed onset (e.g., bwif) or a worse-formed counterpart (e.g., lbif). The second character attempted to imitate it, producing either precise imitations (e.g., lbif→lbif) or epenthetic distortions (e.g., lbif→lebif). The child’s role was to determine whether the imitation was accurate. Our main prediction concerns the child’s ability to detect such distortions: if the child’s grammar represents the markedness of clusters along the sonority hierarchy, then children should be better able to discriminate among nonidentical items, including unmarked onsets, compared to ones with marked onsets.

To further assess the scope of these markedness distinctions, we varied the type of marked and unmarked structures across three counterbalanced lists presented to three groups of participants (see Table 1). In one group, marked onsets comprised the worst-formed onsets of falling sonority, whereas unmarked ones were best-formed onsets with sonority rises; in a second group, the same unmarked onsets of rising sonority were compared to the more marked sonority plateaus, whereas in a third group, sonority plateaus were compared to sonority falls—the
most marked structure on the sonority hierarchy. Across groups, items were matched for their rhyme, and their onset structure was manipulated (e.g., bwif, bdif, lbif). If children are sensitive to the fine-grained distinctions along the universal sonority hierarchy, then performance with unmarked onsets with larger sonority distances should surpass performance with their marked counterparts in each of these three comparisons.

1. METHOD

1.1. Participants

The results are based on data from 18 participants aged 3;03–5;07 (M = 4; 04; SD = 0;10). Participants were enrolled in preschools in the Boca Raton, FL and Boston, MA areas. Twenty-two additional participants were tested, but their data were excluded, 5 for failing to pass the practice to criterion, 2 for distraction, 9 for opting out, 5 for giving the same response across all trials, and 1 due to an experimental error.

1.2. Materials

The materials consisted of audiovisual displays. Each such display featured two characters uttering two auditory stimuli in succession. The auditory stimuli were 48 C\textsubscript{1}C\textsubscript{2}VC\textsubscript{3} monosyllables (see Appendix A) and their C\textsubscript{1}\textsuperscript{ə}C\textsubscript{2}VC\textsubscript{3} disyllabic counterparts, sampled from items used in past research with adult speakers (Berent et al. 2007). Monosyllables had an onset cluster that is unattested in English—either a sonority rise, a sonority plateau, or a fall in sonority (e.g., bwif, bdif, lbif). There were 16 such triplets, matched for their rhyme and varied with respect to the structure of their onsets.

These monosyllable triplets were next divided into three lists. Each such list included two types of monosyllables that contrasted on the markedness of their sonority profile, along with their disyllabic counterparts. In list 1, monosyllables consisted of sonority rises and falls; in list 2 there were sonority rises and plateaus; and in list 3 there were sonority plateaus and falls. Within each list, the items were arranged in pairs; half identical (e.g., lbif-lbif; lebif-lebif) and
half nonidentical (e.g., lbif-lebif, lebif-lbif, with order counterbalanced). Each list was balanced for the 2 onset type × 2 identity × 2 order combinations. To assure that any single participant experienced each item with either the identity or nonidentity condition (but not both), we further divided each of the three major lists into two sublists (balanced for the onset type × identity × order variables), resulting in a total of six sublists. In three of those sublists, identity trials corresponded to the odd-numbered trios in Appendix A, whereas nonidentity items corresponded to the even-numbered items (these three sublists are provided in Appendix B). In the remaining three sublists, even-numbered items were presented in the identity condition, and odd-numbered items were assigned to the nonidentity condition. Each of the six sublists was presented to three participants, and the order of the trials was randomized. The materials were delivered aurally, using a recording of a native Russian-speaking female (because Russian allows all three types of clusters, they could be produced naturally by the talker).

These auditory materials were presented to participants as part of an imitation game. Each trial featured images of two characters—one character uttered an auditory word and the second attempted to imitate it. The characters were two baby apes—a chimpanzee and a gorilla (Kiki and Koko)—matched for size and overall appearance and balanced for order of presentation across conditions.

To familiarize participants with the task, we also presented them with a brief practice session. The practice consisted of four pairs of items that did not appear in the experiment (half were identical, half were nonidentical). All displays were presented in PowerPoint using “slide show” mode, and auditory files were delivered using Altec Lansing Multimedia ACS5 computer speakers.

1.3. Procedure

Children were tested individually in a quiet area of their preschool. Each session began by obtaining the child’s assent to participate in the “computer game.” Children were next introduced to Kiki and Koko. The child was told that “Kiki and Koko are trying to copy what each other are saying,” but “sometimes they don’t say exactly what the other one had said” because “they are only little monkeys,” “they are just learning English,” and “they still can’t speak very well.” The experimenter next asked the child to help the apes by telling them whether “they are copying each other exactly.”

Each child was given a practice session, repeated until the child had attained the minimum performance criterion, or a total of three times. Once the child had reached the criterion, (s)he proceeded to the experimental session. All children received a sticker as a reward for taking part in the experiment.

Each trial began with a message indicating the trial number. Once the child looked at the screen, the experimenter activated the trial, triggering the appearance of one character and the presentation of an auditory stimulus. After a 1-second delay, the second character appeared.

---

2The minimum criterion in the rise-fall comparison was set to 50%, as all practice items were unattested. It soon became evident that some of the children did not understand the task because of the use of nonwords, and for this reason, subsequent testing of the rise-plateau and plateau-fall comparisons replaced two of the practice trials with existing words (e.g., please-police; blow-below) and elevated the cutoff criterion to 75% correct (across the four trials).
and uttered another auditory stimulus—either identical to the first or epenthetically related. The child was asked to determine whether the imitation was accurate, and her response was coded. On rare occasions in which a child attempted to articulate the words overtly, the experimenter gently discouraged her from doing so. After each trial, the experimenter praised the child for her effort (e.g., “good job”), but provided no feedback on accuracy.

2. RESULTS

Children were quite accurate in their responses to identical pairs ($M = 90\%$), a result that is only expected given that such pairs consisted of identical tokens whose relationship could be easily discerned by attending to their acoustic properties. Our main interest concerns response to nonidentical trials—trials pairing monosyllables with their epenthetic counterparts (e.g., $lbif$-$lebif$).

Table 2 depicts response accuracy as a function of the markedness of the monosyllabic counterpart. An inspection of the means suggests that children experienced greater difficulty detecting epenthetic distortions of marked onsets compared to distortions of their unmarked counterparts. This conclusion is confirmed by a $2 \times 3$ contrast type (rise-fall/rise-plateau/plateau-fall) logit analysis. The overall effect of markedness was highly significant (see Table 2), and it was not further modulated by the type of contrast (for the interaction, $\beta = .289$, $z = 1.01$, $p > .30$).

Additional analyses demonstrated the difficulty with marked onsets obtained for each of the three contrasts of interest. Specifically, epenthetic distortions were detected significantly more accurately for pairs including sonority rises (e.g., $bwif$-$bewif$) compared to pairs including either sonority falls (e.g., $lbif$-$lebif$) or plateaus (e.g., $bdif$-$bedif$). Moreover, onset structure modulated response even in the most marked comparison—for sonority plateaus (e.g., $bdif$-$bedif$) vs. falls (e.g., $lbif$-$lebif$). Although, as expected, performance in this condition was poor, accuracy was

3In view of the large variability in participants’ age, we gauged the effect of age by performing a median split. An inspection of the means suggested that performance was similar for younger ($M = 3;10$) and older ($M = 4;10$) participants. Marked onsets yielded more accurate responses compared to less marked ones for both younger ($M = 35.69\%$, $M = 20.83\%$, for unmarked and marked onsets, respectively) and older children ($M = 42.36\%$, $M = 21.92\%$, for unmarked and marked onsets, respectively).
significantly higher with sonority plateaus compared to falls. Thus, children were sensitive to the sonority distance of a wide range of onsets that are all unattested in their language, and their performance converged with the behavior of adults and mirrored the distribution of these clusters across languages.

3. DISCUSSION

Our experiment examined whether 4-year-old children are sensitive to putatively universal grammatical restrictions on onset structure. We gauged the effect of markedness from children’s ability to detect epenthetic distortions. Past research with adults suggests that marked onsets undergo epenthetic repair (e.g., \(lbif\rightarrow{lebif}\))—the greater the markedness, the more likely the repair (Berent et al. 2007; Berent et al. 2008; Berent et al. 2009). For this reason, adults tend to misidentify marked onsets as identical to their epenthetic counterparts. The present results demonstrate similar misidentifications among 4-year-olds. Overall, children were less likely to detect distortions of marked onsets compared to distortions of their less marked counterparts, and this effect obtained for each of the three contrasts under investigation. Specifically, sonority falls (e.g., \(lbif\)) were more likely to be distorted than plateaus (e.g., \(bdif\)) or rises (e.g., \(bwif\)), and plateaus (e.g., \(bdif\)), in turn, were more likely to be distorted relative to rises (e.g., \(bwif\)).

Why do children misidentify ill-formed onsets with small sonority distances? One possibility is that misidentification is a grammatical reflex triggered by the markedness of such clusters. Because marked onsets severely violate sonority restrictions, they will be less likely to be faithfully represented by the grammar, and consequently, they will be systematically recoded as better-formed structures that separate the marked onset consonants by an epenthetic schwa (e.g., \(lbif\rightarrow{lebif}\)).

Misidentification, however, could also occur due to a host of non-grammatical pressures that correlate with sonority profile. One possibility is that children fail to identify marked onsets because their statistical properties differ from those of onsets attested in English—more so than the less marked onsets. Another explanation attributes the misidentification of ill-formed onsets to their phonetic properties. In this view, children misidentify marked monosyllables as disyllables because the acoustic properties of these items resemble typical disyllables.

We examined these explanations through several analyses of the statistical and phonetic properties of these materials. We first evaluated the possibility that misidentification reflects greater unfamiliarity with marked onsets. To this end, we calculated several statistical properties of the items in adult English, including their segment probability, biphone probability, the number of neighbors, and neighbor frequency (for explanation, see Berent et al. 2007). We

\[\text{(4)}\text{Interestingly, the identification of any given onset type was modulated by its experimental context. Sonority falls, for example, yielded higher accuracy when they were mixed with sonority rises (}M=25.00\%\text{) relative to their mixing with sonority plateaus (}M=2.08\%.\text{ Similarly, sonority plateaus were more readily discriminated from their disyllabic counterparts in the context of sonority rises (}M=35.42\%\text{) compared to sonority falls (}M=8.33\%.\text{ These findings suggest that discrimination accuracy was determined not only by the absolute markedness of the cluster but also by its markedness relative to the other structures presented in the experimental list. As the overall markedness of the list increased, misidentification was more prevalent, and consequently, children were more likely to treat monosyllables as identical to their epenthetic counterparts. The effect of relative markedness presents a special case of list-context effects, which have been amply documented in the psycholinguistic literature (e.g., Stone & Van Orden 1993).}\]
also considered the possibility that performance might be sensitive to the homorganicity of the onset consonants (i.e., whether they share the same place of articulation—a factor known to affect the performance of both children (Pertz & Bever 1975; Kirk 2008) and adults (e.g., Hallé et al. 1998). We next evaluated the contribution of these factors by means of a step-wise linear regression. We first forced into the model the homorganicity and markedness predictors, whereas statistical properties were entered together as the third and last predictor. To evaluate whether statistical properties can subsume the effect of markedness, we reversed the order of the last two predictors and forced markedness in the last step. The results (see Table 3, a vs. d) showed no evidence that statistical properties affect misidentification. Moreover, markedness accounted for a unique 5% of the variance even when the contribution of statistical properties and homorganicity was controlled.

We next examined the possibility that children misidentify marked onsets because the phonetic properties of such monosyllables resemble the acoustic properties of typical disyllables. Past research has suggested that adult speakers sometimes misinterpret the release burst associated with stop consonants as a cue for a schwa (Kang 2003; Iverson & Lee 2006). This factor could potentially confound the evaluation of markedness with our stop-initial onsets—for sonority rises and plateaus. If marked onsets of level sonority have a more prominent burst release than less marked clusters with sonority rises, then the burst might lead children to more frequently misidentify sonority plateaus as disyllabic. Identification accuracy in our experiment was indeed negatively and reliably correlated with both the duration of the release burst ($r = -.35$, $p < .003$) and its intensity ($r = -.45$, $p < .001$). Closer scrutiny, however, revealed that these correlations were largely due to a small number of items with homorganic onset consonants (e.g., *bwif*, *dlif*). When these items were removed, the correlation was greatly attenuated ($r = -.155$; $r = -.265$; for burst duration and intensity, respectively).5 Moreover, step-wise linear regression analyses demonstrated that phonetic properties did not reliably account for any unique variance in identification accuracy, whereas the unique effect

---

5The duration of the burst for sonority rise items was $M = 10.57$ ms (range: 5.22–17.05 ms); for sonority plateaus, it was $M = 10.32$ ms (range: 3.86–27.58 ms). In the non-homorganic items, burst duration for items of rising and level sonority, respectively, were $M = 13.69$ ms (range: 8–17.5 ms); $M = 10.32$ ms (range: 3.86–27.58 ms).
of markedness was marginally significant even when phonetic properties were statistically controlled (see Table 3, b vs. c).

Another possibility is that the misidentification of marked onsets with their disyllabic counterparts is caused by the phonetic properties of the disyllables. For example, if the disyllabic counterparts of highly marked onsets had a shorter pre-tonic schwa, then such items might be more readily confusable with their respective monosyllables. However, an inspection of the materials suggests that the disyllabic counterparts of marked onsets did not invariably manifest longer schwas—sonority plateaus, for instance, had, on average, a shorter schwa than the better-formed rises (the means for sonority rises, plateaus, and falls were $M = 76$ ms, $M = 66$ ms, $M = 86$ ms, respectively), and the duration of the schwa did not correlate with overall response accuracy ($r = -.109$, $p < .15$, one-tailed). Indeed, step-wise linear regression analyses demonstrated that schwa duration did not reliably account for any unique variance in identification accuracy, whereas the effect of markedness remained reliable as the last predictor, after controlling for schwa duration and homorganicity, in the previous step (see Table 3, c vs. f).

Taken as a whole, our results suggest that marked onsets tend to be misidentified, and that misidentifications are inexplicable by numerous phonetic and statistical factors. Our analyses obviously do not exhaust the full range of non-grammatical explanations for the findings—statistical or phonetic. Moreover, the linguistic knowledge of 4-year-old children cannot address the initial state of the language system. Such caveats notwithstanding, the results obtained from our present perceptual task nonetheless agree with many previous studies (e.g., Pater 1997; Ohala 1999; Pater & Barlow 2003; Gnanadesikan 2004; Barlow 2005; Yavas et al. 2008), demonstrating that the production of onsets in early stages of acquisition mirrors sonority restrictions. The detection of sonority effects across modalities, in both production and perception, is consistent with an abstract grammatical source that bans onsets with small sonority distances. Crucially, such constraints generalize to onsets that are unattested in the child’s language. These findings suggest that grammatical constraints on sonority are active in early childhood, and the scope of such knowledge is quite broad.
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APPENDIX A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trio Number</th>
<th>Rise</th>
<th>Plateau</th>
<th>Fall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>bwif</td>
<td>bdif</td>
<td>lbif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>dlauf</td>
<td>dgaf</td>
<td>rdaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>dmup</td>
<td>dgup</td>
<td>mdup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>dnp</td>
<td>dbup</td>
<td>rdup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>gmef</td>
<td>gbeff</td>
<td>rgef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>gmit</td>
<td>gbit</td>
<td>mgit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>kmæf</td>
<td>kpæf</td>
<td>rgæf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dlif</td>
<td>dbif</td>
<td>rdif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>kmup</td>
<td>ktp</td>
<td>ltp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>tlof</td>
<td>tkof</td>
<td>rtof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>tlefp</td>
<td>tkelp</td>
<td>mtele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>tnak</td>
<td>tkak</td>
<td>rtaak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>tmæf</td>
<td>tpæf</td>
<td>mtpæf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>tncf</td>
<td>tpf</td>
<td>rtpf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>tnuk</td>
<td>tgok</td>
<td>mgok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>tmæp</td>
<td>tpæp</td>
<td>rtpæp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX B

### TABLE B1

THE STRUCTURE OF THREE OF THE SIX SUBLISTS USED IN THE EXPERIMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trio</th>
<th>Rise</th>
<th>Fall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sublist 1</td>
<td>Sublist 2</td>
<td>Sublist 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>bwif-bwif</td>
<td>lbif-lbif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>dlaf-dlaf</td>
<td>rdaf-rdaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>danup-danup</td>
<td>mdup-mdup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>glatif-glatif</td>
<td>rdif-rdif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>kmup-kmup</td>
<td>rup-rup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>tanok-tanok</td>
<td>mgok-mgok</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the sake of clarity, the table entries for each sublist are represented using a simplified phonetic notation. The columns for Rise and Fall illustrate the structure of each sublist, showing how the rise and fall patterns are distributed across the identity and nonidentity conditions.

### Identity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rise</th>
<th>Plateau</th>
<th>Fall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sublist 2</td>
<td>Sublist 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>bowif-bowif</td>
<td>lbif-lbif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>dlaf-dlaf</td>
<td>rdaf-rdaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>danup-danup</td>
<td>mdup-mdup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>glatif-glatif</td>
<td>rdif-rdif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>kmup-kmup</td>
<td>rup-rup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>tanok-tanok</td>
<td>mgok-mgok</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Nonidentity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rise</th>
<th>Plateau</th>
<th>Fall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sublist 2</td>
<td>Sublist 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>bowif-bowif</td>
<td>lbif-lbif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>dlaf-dlaf</td>
<td>rdaf-rdaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>danup-danup</td>
<td>mdup-mdup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>glatif-glatif</td>
<td>rdif-rdif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>kmup-kmup</td>
<td>rup-rup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>tanok-tanok</td>
<td>mgok-mgok</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table entries for the nonidentity conditions follow a similar pattern, showing the distribution of rise and fall patterns in relation to each sublist's structure.